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As we set out on our third year storm clouds are sighted over the horizon of
the future of SASS . Rumblings have been heard within the society, suggesting a merger
with the Helvetia Society of New, Jersey . It was just a little over a year ago this
matter was brought up before the society, with the majority of the membership voting
that the society remain as the Swiss-American Stamp Society,- and, as a result our
friends in the Helvetia Society decided to become the New Jersey chapter, which it has
been since.

Becoming a SASS chapter entitled the Helvetia group to share in all the
benefits of the society, including receiving the monthly bulletin and our membership
roster . BUT, our roster has been used in a most unethical manner in that it is being
used to pirate our membership, end from this effort, to form another national society,
to vie against us. Is this a gentlemen-like way for fellow stamp collectors to act?????

A good deal of time, effort, and expense have gone into the organization of
SASS . Going back over two years ago, while SASS was being organized, the Helvetia
Society was approached about expanding into a strong, national society, and I was
politely informed that only members who could attend the meetings held in New Jersey
could join . Thus, through vast publicity and advertising SASS developed into the
'present society, primarily to foster and promote m Philatelic interest in the stamps
of Switzerland, without any personal interests in business, which might benefit from
the society . Aside note about this point ; while organizing SASS I envisioned ideas of
going into the stamp business, but decided against it, as I thought it would be a most
unethical practice, being in the position I was, as the founder of S A SS.

So, 'gain, we have the question of a merger with the Helvetia Society . 'fillet
is your pleasure on this metter, what do you wish ; a) merge with the Helvetia group,
b) the Helvetia- group merge with SASS, or, c) Helvetia end SASS go their separate
ways, and in doing so, dissolve the present Helvetia N . J . chapter from SASS ????????
The voice of the majority of the membership will decide the future of SASS and put
oil on our troubled waters . It is your society . What do you want it to do? In the
past we have had a silent majority . Very few of our members have offered any comment,
good or bad. So, now, let's hear from all of you.

The new roster will be sent to the active members after the fete of the
society has been decided . Dues -re payable as of the 1st of January, 1972 . Many
thanks to those of you who have already taken care of this matter . Remember, dues are
$2.00 a year, with a donation of 12 commem stamps to help with the cost of pistage.

The New York chapter of SASS will meet on Thursday, January 27th, 8 P.M . a t
the Collectors Club, 22 East 35th St ., New York . Harlan F. Stone was elected the
president, and Max Schnock, M . D., secretary-treasurer . Let's see moreof our
members in the New York area at the next meeting .
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Cataloging the Strubels

	

PART 1

by William Carson

The Strubels (Scott #14, to 40) offer a. challenge to
most collectors of Swiss stamps, since the series must be
studied before the stamps can be cataloged andmounted
correctly in collections . The approach to identifying the
Strubels is the same approach that should be taken when
dealing with any older issue where there are "look-alikes "
in a series . To classify any classic stamp of this nature
requires a lot of practice, a lot of knowledge, and a lot
of unbiased attitude.

We are dealing with printing processes that were crude
by modern standards . The printing plates were not prepared
with the same technological skill we have today and fine
detail end uniformity from stamp to stamp were not always
possible . In addition, the plates had to be faithfully and
expertly cleaned by hand after a certain number of impres-
sions had been made from them . Also inks, from batch to
batch, were not of the same consistency or shade of color
and paper could not always be produced to meet a standard
specification . It may be said that in the 1850s each new
printing of an issue was an adventure in itself.

Of course, the primary concern in the Strubel issues is
separating the Munich prints and the Berne prints . This is
normally not painstakingly difficult, but it does require
practice and knowledge . The Munich prints--in general--
have a neater, more professional appearance . The horizontal
lines of the background are well-defined and neat, with very
little ink in the "valleys ." These lines neatly and cleanly
touch the outline of the figure at all points . The features
of the figure are clear and clean ; the embossing stands out
neatly and boldly . The Borne prints can be detected mainly
by an overall appearance similar to the look of stamps
printed from dirty plates and the embossing is weak and
often indistinct . Excess ink appears between horizontal
lines in the background and in the areas where opposing
lines meet, particularly around the shoulders and the head.
Probably the most distinctive area to note is the triangular
space formed by the arm, the mantle, and the spear shaft.
I have soon some severe examples where this section appears
to the naked eye as almost a solid color.

During a study of the Strubels some Munich prints can.
be found that are not of the normal high quality and they
at first may appear to be Berne prints . However, the
Munich prints will not have all the characteristics of the
Berne prints . Also, some outstanding Borne prints may be
found, but nono are so good that they can pass for long as
Munich prints .

	

Continued, next month 	



POSTAL CANCELLAT IONS AND M AR
KINGS

IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN

By Felix Ganz -- Part XIV

CANCELLATIONS BY TWENTIETH CENTURY POSTAL ACCEPTANCE STATIONS ; RAILWAY
STATION PARCEL DEPOTS, AND PRIVATE PARCEL ACCEPTANCE STATIONS' Continued---

Fig.3, 4, and 5, a s well as the examples shown at the beginning of
Part XIII, depict the most frequently seen dateless straightline cancel-

lations of the most frequently encountered quasi-postal facilities, the
Private	 Parcel Acceptance Station. Most often located in grocery stores,

but also found in barber shops, private homes, garages, cheese rectories,
restaurant/hotels, bakeries, or some other more or less centrally located
place within the post-less hamlet or house agglomeration, they ere open
whenever the respective business is open as well . If a grocery shop is
closed, by state law, on Monday mornings, or all day Wednesday, there
will be no mail transactions possible, either . First class letter mail,
of course, can be posted in a regulation mail box, et all times ; but par-
cel post service will depend on local customs . The shop keeper, or more
often his or her helper, are the postal "deputies", and they are most of-
ten as adept with an already cumbersome cancelling device (as well as
totally disinterested in producing a legibly strike) es p horse with
ballet slippers. These places are strictly there for the local populace,
and postal laws prohibit collectors from mailing in covers with requests
for legible, clean strikes . At any rate, no first class mail, except ex
pensive special delivery letter-parcels, may be canceled in those locales
ever; and if you have ever seen the quality of a two or three inch long
straightline cancel when applied on an irregular surface of a parcel, you
may now understand why one does not encounter first rate strikes from any
of these places ever in a kilo mixture, nor anywhere else . Most shop pro-
prietors, or their employees, who are in charge of one of these
quasi-postal facilities, will be only too glad to let you try, yourself, your
luck with those cancellers, once they find out that you are a collector .



If you plan on that approach, take along e smell brush, some clean
paper towels, a small bottle of turpentine or alcohol, and a series of
prepared, smell parcels, already addressed to yourself, end franked with
light color, non-engraved stamps.

	

Ask for the canceling device (which
most likely iskept somewhere in the cash register, together with a most
often totally dried out, or conversely smearily wet and overinked pad)
and proceed to clean it first . It may have fallen on the floor a few

times, and it is most certainly clogged with lint soaked in canceling ink.
After eliminating all debris beware of overinking the canceler (yours
truly has ruined more strikes in that manner), take a deep breath, and
commence your brief tenure as a self-appointed, semi-postal assistant
clerk of the Swiss Post Office Depertment....under the amused eyes of the
entire store's personnel, or ell of the shopkeeper's children . Try to
hit the flat parcel surface et a ninety degree angle, slowly, end with
considerable force ; linger after contact, but do not tremble nor shake,
and then pull away rapidly -- and you might have met with success ; but
most often you may not take the item with you, but must await its being
sent to you in the mails, and that augments the hazards of legibility.
If the parcel is stuffed into a sack within an hour after being canceled,
chances are enormous that the ink is still wet and thus will smear

unmercifully; or the wrappings may become torn and damaged in transit....:
"Sic transit gloria mundi": . . ."it gets sick in transit on Monday". Sorry.)

Almost two hundred of these Private Parcel Acceptance stations (PPA)
have been in existence in all parts of Switzerland for various lengths

of time, and at present about one hundred and ten call be visited by an
avid collector. Some of them do NOT have any cancellation device (such
es Riedlig-Uri, Sarreyer-Valais, or Pusserein-Grisons) even though the
postal authorities prescribed as long ago as 1947 that all these

facilities MUST cancel all parcels posted there; and it is rather disheartening
for a collector to realize the absence of p canceling device after having
made a special trip half through Switzerland . Inquiries are rarely ans-
wered, end the neighboring post offices -- even, those from which these
depots depend -- usually possess an abysmal lack of knowledge about them.

In more recent years, partly because the cumbersome metal cancellers
are too large to produce even a somewhat legible strike at any time, many
PP A-s have been furnished (by the PTT) with, or have acquired on their
own initiative, shorter and easier applicable rubber straightline devices,
some of which are shown in Fig.7 .



SWITZERLAND'S NEW STAMPS
TCS/ACS road relief . The two major motoring associations of our country, the Touring Club

of Switzerland (TCS) and the Automobile Club of Switzerland (ACS), can celebrate their 75th
anniversary almost at the same time (TCS 1971, ACS 1973) . In order to spare postal users

two jubilee stamps commemorating the same event, the two associations consented to one
common stamp being brought out to mark the occasion . Relief on the road, a major concern

of both clubs, has been chosen as the picture subject . Using a warning triangle, a tool and
a minimum of text as picture elements, the artist, Hans Rudolf Lauterburg, Bolligen, has suc-

ceeded in creating an attractive and suggestive stamp design.

125th anniversary of the Swiss railways, 1847–1972 . The endeavours to set up a Swiss
railway system date back to the thirties and forties of the last century . The first railway line
in Switzerland, the so-called "Spanischbrötlibahn" connecting Zurich and Baden, was opened
to traffic on 9 August, 1847 . It was the first section of a railway line linking Zurich to the
German railway system at Waldshut, from where Basel could be reached . Within a compara-
tively short time the whole country was criss-crossed by a railway network which, in spite of
numerous technical and financial difficulties, grew to be one of the densest on the European
continent. The 20 c. value of the 1972 special stamps, which has been designed by the
Bernese artist Herbert Auchli, is to commemorate all Swiss railway jubilees of this decade . It
Shows a modern switch table and thus points to the rapid technical development of our rail-
ways and to their efforts to keep abreast of their competitors in transport.

50th anniversary of broadcasting In Switzerland, 1922–1972 . On 14 February, 1922, the
municipal council of Lausanne authorized the city to erect a transmitting station on the
Champ-de-I'Alr for the requirements of air traffic . In the month of May of the same year, news and

weather reports were broadcast over this transmitter for the first time . This service was con-

tinued until on 22 August the first national transmitter of Switzerland – the third in Europe
took up its regular operation. Records were broadcast in the intervals between flights. These
successful transmissions led to the foundation, at the beginning of 1923, of a broadcasting
company from which the "Société Romande de radiodiffusion" emerged eventually . Other re-
gional broadcasting companies followed, and on 24 February, 1931, they all associated to
form the Swiss Broadcasting Corporation, which today is in control of television as well The
number of Swiss radio licence holders is now nearing the two-million mark, as compared
with the 980 licences registered in 1923 . The picture of the commemorative stamp shows the
propagation of waves over a slightly stylized human face, thus symbolizing the close contact
existing between the listener and the broadcasting organization . The stamp design is by
Roland Hirter, Berne.

50th congress of Swiss citizens residing abroad . From 25 to 27 August, 1972, the 50th con-

gress of Swiss citizens residing abroad will be held . To mark this jubilee congress, a special
postage stamp will be brought out which is to highlight the work done by Swiss citizens all over
the world, and their loyalty to the homeland . The stamp picture designed by the Basel artist
Celestino Piatti shows a gnarled tree trunk from which grow five boughs with a total of 22 leaves.
The boughs stand for the five continents, while the leaves symbolize the 22 Swiss cantons.

..Pro Aero» special postage stamp with additional charge . The two air traffic jubilees "25
years of air traffic over the North Atlantic" and "50 years of international airmail service" are
to be marked by the issue of a Pro Aero stamp with additional charge . 80% of the net pro-
ceeds from the surcharge will go to the Pro Aero Foundation and will be used for the training
of junior airmen, while the remaining 20°u is intended for the Swiss air rescue service . The
stamp can be used for prepaying postage on any mail items and is compulsory on the mail
of the special flights Geneva–New York and Geneva–Zurich–Nurnberg scheduled for the
months of May and June 1972 respectively . The stamp picture shows a jumbo jet and con-
veys the impression of a safe intercontinental flight . The designer of the stamp is the Basle
artist Burkard Waltenspül
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SEMI-POSTAL DUE ON FEB. 17 ,

Swiss To Recall A 1941 Philatelic Flight
By ERNEST A.KEHR

More than the usual number of
foreign stamps that are of particu-
lar interest to Americans have
been announced for release within
the next few months.

The first one, due on Feb . 17,

is a special Swiss semi-postal
which commemorates the first
Swiss air flight between Geneva
and Washington, made in connec-
tion with the Centenary Interna-
tional Philatelic Exhibition of 1947.
The two + one-franc, red and blue
stamp shows a 747 Jumbo Jet fly
ing westward against a
background of Latitude and Longitude
lines of the globe, and is inscribed,
"Pro Aero 1972 ."

The original 1947 flight was al-
most exclusively "philatelic ." The
Swiss postal administration al-
ready had promised extraordinary
support of the show, to be held in
New York's Grand Central Palace
to mark the 100th anniversary of
the first domestic postage stamps.
When it was learned that Swissair
would receive delivery of the first
two of its DC-4 planes, the inaug-
ural trans-Atlantic flight was
scheduled to coincide with the
show's opening.

RARE CARGO
The plane was to bring to Amer-

ica not only a staff of 'postal au-
thorities, but also more than $1
million worth of unique or rare
treasures from the Postal Muse-
um in Bern for display. In its

hold were 3,300 pounds of souvenir
covers, each franked with a 2 Vs fr
stamp specially issued and valid
solely for this flight . It depicts
the plane, shows the Statue of Lib LIECHTENSTEIN, the tiny land
erty and Geneva's St . Pierre Ca-
thedral .

	

It is inscribed, "May in the Alps, founded its first sport
1947 -Maiden Voyage - Swissair- association in 1886, the same year
Switzerland-USA," to make it the Baron Pierre de Coubertin was re-
only Swiss stamp ever to have an vg the Olympic Games

. It

English text .

	

first took part in the Olympic
Games in 1936, when two skiers

Foul weather precluded its land- and a two-man bob team competed
ing at New York's LeGuardia at Garmisch-Partenkirchen.
Field, so the plane set down at In December it issued a set of
the National Airport and its cov- four stamps, each depicting a win-
ers were backstamped, "Wash- ter sport, as evidence that
Lich ington ."

	

tenstein intends to compete at
The new stamp also is intended Sa ppo ro in Japan on the occasion

to commemorate then first Swiss of the 1972 Winter Olympic
international flight between Zurich Games.
and Nurnberg, in 1922. This in- As their official announcement

augural was flown by Herni Pil- telling of the new stamp issue
re lichody then a pilot for the Ad lates,—"sportsmen and philatelists
Astra Company, subsequently ab- have one thing in common . In both
sorbed by Swissair . Mr. Phillich-, pastimes common interest and
ody was head of the Swiss Nation- mutual assistance lead to fellow-
al Travel Office in America after ship and friendship across national
World War II .

	

borders ."

Liechtenstein Handbook
LIECHTENSTEIN - HANDBUCH III ; 64
pgs. ; magazine paper ; fully illustrated;
from Ring der Liechtensteinsammler, D-
7410 Reutlingen, Richard Wagner Strasse
41, Liechtenstein ; 7 .50dm (about $2 .25 U .S . )

T
WO previous editions listed
earlier stamps of Liechtens

Twenty-eight pages of this Part III lists and
details the 103 catapult flights from the S .S.
Europa and the S.S . Bremen . The special
cancellations

	

are

	

illustrated

	

with
information such as the flight captain's
name, the machinist's name, and the
distance traveled ; quantity carried; also
times of leaving the ships and times of
landing in New York . Also listed are the
Port Paye (P .P . stamps), and railway post.
The Air Post section lists air post sent by
glider, helicopter, and by pigeon.

LIECHTENSTEIN -- Liechtenstein has
issued just a few miniature sheets and they
are all good property, especially the earlier
ones . One that seems to be in short supply in
Europe is the souvenir sheet issued in 1946
to commemorate the 25th anniversary of
the Swiss- Liechtenstein Postal

agreement,Scott No. B 18. This sheet was
sold at the fourth Liechtenstein stamp
exhibition that was held in Vaduz . the
capital of that tiny principality . Mintage
was 79,313 . Today dealers in Europe are
advertising, wanting to buy that sheet and
are offering about $7 .50 which is $1 lore
than they would pay just one year ago . I
think that this sheet has a great future ; it is
attractive, has a small mintage, and
collecting Liechtenstein stamps is popular
with collectors throughout the world .
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